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Selected Alternative (Proposed Action Modified)
The selected alternative (proposed action modified) includes the proposed action as outlined in the EA for all units that were not affected by the Graves Mountain Fire.
For treatment units within the Graves Mountain Fire perimeter, it is my decision to treat these units with the modifications outlined in the addendum with the exception of
the proposed salvage units (2270006, 2270026, 2270041, 2270044b, and 2270055). Commercial salvage harvest treatments will be dropped in these units and instead units will be
treated as outlined in the Post-fire Treatment Alternative 2 in Table 1 below.
Pre-fire Treatment

Post-fire Treatment Alternative 1

Post-fire Treatment Alternative 2

2270006

Mechanical Fuels Reduction

Salvage

Whipfall and plant

2270026

Small Pole Thin

Salvage

2270041

Small Pole Thin

Salvage

Severely burned area will remain untreated. The rest
of the unit will be CT O (Commercial thin with small
openings).
Severely burned area will remain untreated. West
side of unit will be added to unit 2270040; roadside

227044b

Commercial Thin

Salvage

2270055

Small Pole Thin

Salvage

Table 1. Alternatives to Salvage
Prescriptions in the Graves Mountain
Fire Burn Unit

The selected alternative includes thinning of small to intermediate trees and the treatment of surface fuels.

Drop commercial harvest; plant
entire unit.
Drop commercial harvest; plant
entire unit.
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Vegetation and Surface Fuel Treatments
• With this decision approximately 18,055 acres will receive treatment
including approximately 7,998 acres of mechanical thinning, 7,322
acres of non-mechanical thinning, and 7,366 acres of mechanical
ladder fuels reduction treatments. Surface fuel treatments will
include underburning, hand and machine piling, pile burning, lop and
scatter (decompose), and leave tops attached. For descriptions of all
the treatments included in this decision, see the EA pages 21-26.

Mechanical Vegetation Treatments
• The proposed mechanical vegetation treatments provide for fuels
reduction through harvest of trees that are 4” to 21” diameter with
additional treatment of the remaining slash and understory. The objective
is to attain a healthy and vigorous landscape mosaic; encourage fire
resistant species; and reduce stand densities to increase health and vigor.
Following treatment, stands should be better able to withstand
disturbance from fire and enable firefighters to safely fight fire if it were to
occur. In stands with moderate-to-high levels of insect and disease activity,
small group openings would be created in up to 50% of the stand to reduce
future ground fuel accumulations and increase the stand’s ability to
withstand disturbance. This treatment could result in openings up to 5
acres in size. (pg 23, Sherman Pass EA)

← Center of unit,
looking northeast –
this was the second
stop on field trip

→ Looking southwest
from the same spot as
above

Northeast Washington Forestry Coalition
The Three Rivers District Ranger, the Forest Service project team leader,
and members of the interdisciplinary team met with representatives of
the Northeast Washington Forestry Coalition on October 31, 2014. The
Northeast Washington Forestry Coalition would like to see more
mechanical thinning in the proposed action to keep logging equipment
operators skilled and employed. Members also expressed concerns
about the viewshed as seen from the Kettle Crest Trail South and
Sherman Peak. The Northeast Washington Forestry Coalition also
requested that the Forest Service manage mule deer security habitat
along the ridge of Paradise Peak by managing access on Forest Service
road 2000-420.

BPA Power Line
Central to the treatment success in this category is the ability to limit
disturbance to the BPA power line. Maintenance of the vegetation
along the power line corridor is an ongoing concern for BPA officials.
BPA maintains the vegetation within 50 feet of either side of the power
line. However, their is a concern that trees outside this 100-foot
corridor may fall and impact the power lines, causing fires and/or
breakage caused outages.

The Sherman project area also includes portions of the Profanity, BaldSnow, Hoodoo, and the South Huckleberry Potential Wilderness Areas.
There are six other Potential Wilderness Areas (Cougar Mountain, Deer
Creek, Jackknife, Owl Mountain, Thirteenmile, and Twin Sisters) within
fifteen air miles of either the Profanity or Bald-Snow Potential
Wilderness Areas. Combined, these ten Potential Wilderness Areas
account for 138,747 acres within the Okanogan Highlands ecoregion on
the Colville National Forest.

Kettle Crest National Recreation Trail– Retention VQO
There is a small piece of the Kettle Crest National Recreation Trail in the
project area. Views of the project area from Columbia Mountain and
within the project area have a high scenic concern to maintain a
natural appearing setting. The view from Columbia Mountain includes
the west slopes of the entire ridgeline from Sherman Pass Summit to
Coyote Mountain range and is visible as a middleground setting defined
as views from ½-mile to 4 miles distance zone. From Graves Mountain
to the east, the project area is seen as background, defined as views
from 4 miles to the horizon.

The proposed action would not create any openings greater than 5
acres in small pole thinning units that would be seen along McGahee
and Graves Mountain west sloping faces that run down to the Sherman
Creek valley bottom. The treatment units would have feathered edges
and in areas where skyline cable logging is proposed (units 2210063a,
2210060), which are partially visible from Columbia Mountain
viewpoint, the corridors would be kept short with feathered edges to
avoid introducing unnatural lines in the landscape.

Response to Public Input
# 11. FS Response -- Visual Quality: Thinning for small group openings
(<5acres) would open up stands by removing trees that are a range of sizes.
This would provide for greater viewing distances into the stands, which is
desirable. The appearance of the stands would be improved by enhancing
growth of the largest healthier trees, especially western larch and ponderosa
pine. There would be a variation of spacing that retains a variety of mosaic
density patterns and species compositions. The openings are small in scale to
the landscape character and would create a mosaic pattern with textural
changes in the forested canopy that would blend well.
Page 186 & 187

Response to Public Input
Silviculture -- No clearcuts are planned for this project. While the
purpose and need for this project is to protect the highway and
powerlines from wildfire impacts, visual quality objectives have been
considered. Treatments were planned with input from a qualified
landscape architect.
P. 187

